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The budget was expelled from the water, but it worked at the end. Originally titled Kingdom of the Sun, the film should be marked by the recording of artists. The film cost more than $ 17 million and only reached $ 6.2 million. Photo Courtesy: Warner Bros./IMDB Two years later, Aronofsky returned to the project with a budget less than $ 35 million.
They originally launched the actor of Mascara Eric Stoltz, but he was fired, and the fox took on the role. The film was director Werner Herzog, the insane historia of Real Life Rubber Baron Carlos Fermin Fitzcaraldd. The Historic Drama of 1994 focuses on the history of the island of Páscoa. Photo Courtesy: Columbia Photos / IMDB tensions grew
between May and the cast. Still, apparently Reynolds did not learn the lesson. The film collected more than $ 2 billion and won the Academy for best photo and best director. The Shiningdirector Stanley Kubrick was determined to turn Stephen King the brightness into a perfect movie. Cedida Photo: New line Cinema / IMDB Actor Val Kilmer
Confrontation with Stanley, and intense arguments led producers to shoot him and hire John Frankenheimer as a substitute. Cimino learned your lesson? Cleopatraxatra always intended to be great. Star Wars was a colossal success, and the rest is the intergalactic story. Titanicyou would think after the experimentation of James Cameron is filming
the abyss that he would have avoided water-based movies. Kubrick was supposedly so hard to work with that actress Shelley Duvall, her hair began to fall, and she suffered a nervous collapse. Various directors worked on the project before David Fincher default on board. Photo Courtesy: United Artists / IMDb In the end, Cimino spent about $ 44
million in production costs, and the film only raised $ 3.5 million at the box office. And little by little, we were insane. "The gaily of the sky to the apocalypse now, the 1980 gate, the port of drama, spiraled out of control. Four weeks at no Romanek stopped, and Joe Johnston took over. Photo Courtesy: Boulevard / Corbis / Getty Images Harrison Ford
seemed bored Most of the time in all the time, and several collaborators described the filming as â € ‡ Å "ture. The final shot was captured, just as the producers reached the plug. Dorothy's loyal canine companion, tototo, poorly behaved, and western western witch Margaret Hamilton was accidentally burned during filming. Photo Courtesy: 20th Sety
Fox / IMDb At one point, Mastrantonio shouted at Cameron ", we are not animals! This was in response to the director's suggestion that the actors should urinate in their diving clothes to save between Taken. (Someother thinking that maybe the problem was kilometers?) Apocalypse NowFrancis Ford Coppola was determined to continue his success
driving after the godfather. Fox starring as Marty McFly, but they were not insecure, he could commit With the film due to its television series, family loops. The result was a noticeable movie that still hit only $ 10 million at the box office. As a number of war to terror, a very rich team: world police, was shot with puppets in a sound stage and has
become a demanding production. The members of the crew they called it to the movie Ã ¢ â € € å But it became 159 days. He finally got so annoyed with the movie he refused to be associated with him. Fox's executives were convinced from Star Wars it would be a flop, but they were wrong - very, very wrong. Stanley was especially thrilled when
acclaimed actor Marlon Brando signed to play the role of the title. In 2002, Disney CEO Michael Eisner tried to pull the plug, not wanting another box office flop, like the country's bears. The film finally earned a prohibition from the Academy to Cinema Edition.blade Runner Director Ridley Scott was excited to work on the adaptation of Philip K. The
director director Sometimes they shoot scenes more than 50 times. Eventually, Reynolds moved away from the project, and Costner finished his own film. A miracle, no one was killed during the manufacture of the 1981 Roar Adventure Thriller. Marshall, who also wrote, directed and produced the film, decided to work with more than 100 alive
animals - real. All the others liked to work on the movie, but the director says that â € ™ â € ¢ " , 1984 ãª fantasy horror film, gremlins faced many complications. That and his crew were afraid to be kidnapped, arrested in landmines or footprints in the midst of a civil war - if they survived the heat. Photo courtesy: 20th sleep fox / IMDB He had to
repeatedly retort several scenes, and producers recumpect the film behind the back of the director. Photo Courtesy: Paramount / IMDB Stone commented: Ã ¢ â € "It was the worst moment of my life. We have much equipment. Various action scenes were scratched in the last minute, and the end was The film was a disaster in the creation, but it
became an acclaimed film of the DÃ © 1970. Director Kevin Reynolds and his film team had to build artificial islands at sea, which quickly swallowed the budget of $ 100 million. The exorcist director built a gigantic bridge over a Dominican Republic River for his 1977 Sorcerer Thriller. From the beginning, he took 17 writers and six directors to face
the project. The number of people in the set reached about 1,500 at one point. Photo Courtesy: Filmways Pictures / IMDB around 70 members of the cast and crew have suffered injuries. The film focuses on the preservationist of wildlife Hank (Noel Marshall), who lives with A zoologic of lions, tigers and other ANI more savages. More than ask.com
with a sést of underwater scenes, the oil platform It took 18 months to build. Photo Cedida: Universal Pictures / IMDB IMDB Actors Richard Dreyfuss and Robert Shaw were in a bitter dispute. Finally, the famous director Steven Spielberg signed as a producer, and the film found a house with universal photos. Some shots were so complex that they
took a full day to film. In addition, Costner almost died when he was caught on a squall. Photo Courtesy: Century 20º Century Fox / IMDB Construction for the film Angry residents, who had to remove their television antennas from their homes due to the movie's historical time permit. Close the production. The obsession of the director of Michael
Cimino with detail and precision of the period led to repeated reconstructions for sets. Despite all negativity, the film collected more than $ 650 million at the global box office and generated an Adored Franchise.Batmanwhen Hip Specialist in Michael Uslan started working for DC Comics, he had the vision to buy the rights of Batman and make a sane
about the crusader. This project has become the 1979 drama apocalypse now. The actors suffered from dysentery and two small air accidents resulted in additional injuries. However, this was not the end of the problems, like Kilmer and Brandão also did not give himself. Reynolds said: Ã ¢ â € "We had a vain per week from the continent, and there
were times when we stayed without food to feed people. In addition to the challenges of filming, the movie only raised $ 305,000. Eisner had He'd ruined the movie. Kubrick requested several retains, often throwing scenes more than 100 times. However, he probably had no idea how difficult he became the corridor of blade. Fantasy of scientific
fiction of 1982. Spielberg was sure that his career is over, but the film collected more than $ 100 million and became one of the most popular films already made. The film has Dustin Hoffman, but not Very much of a worship. The first film, launched in 1977, had extensive Special, causing the film to let back almost immediately. Although the film
raised $ 139 139 It has not come close to the success of Mother. World War ZMARC FORSTER â "¢ S 2013 Scrience Fertion Thriller World War I required more extras than the movie. They produced the film with puppets that led four people to operate. Photo Courtesy: Warner Bros./IMdB In addition, the film started without an official script. When
the river bed dried, Friedkin moved to the motion, where he built another bridge over the papaloapÃo river. Director Darren Aronofsky fought to find a replacement actor - they eventually chose Hugh Jackman - and Warner Bros. This river also dried before the filming began. Director Kevin Reynolds described film filming as an â € ¬ night. It was
difficult to do because of the spacing of location. He had a weak relationship with the cast and crew, leading to many heated debates. which has not been a movie since then 3rd script for the 1992 alien 3 scientific fiction thriller was repeatedly rewritten, even after the sets were built and producing He had already begun. Coppola described the
filming: "We were in the jungle. At the time he finished filming, he had 400 hours of filming available. Dick 1968 romance does Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? The film got behind the schedule and went through budget. Instead, Miller used hundreds of storyboards. Cast and crew work often 70 hours per week, and the actors Ed Harris and Mary
Elizabeth Mastrantonio were on the verge of a mental collapse. The actor Paul Le M Mat suffered an alemgic reaction to a walnut and the head of Richard Dreyfuss was cut off. He insisted on filming the film with so many special practical effects as possible, and he repeatedly fell real cars to the action scenes of the film. Photo Courtesy: Paramount
Photos / IMDb Everyone thinks the cinema is a great adventure - and sometimes it is. Ã ¢ â € "We've been inventing As long as we pass, as well as deviating from the script as we discover we discover Aspects of the characters of Gremlins Ã ¢ â € "explained Dante. The Remake of 1998, starring comedian Eddie Murphy, got much
better.SorceerDirector William Friedkin is known for going to his films. The pomegranate 1963 Starry Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton, and the vast budget allowed for the production crew build elaborate sets. Photo Courtesy: Universal Pictures / IMDB In addition, the creators of Visual effects struggled to complete the final scenes of the film.
Photo Courtesy: New line Cinema / IMDB for realism, Coppola shot in the film in the Philippines. Photo Courtesy: Warner Bros./IMDB No one supported him, then USLAN began Working without a script or a crew. The scene was a disaster - there were innumerous injuries and to death. The film cost $ 190 million, but it was a financial hit financial at
the box office, $ 540 million box office. Mad Max: Fury Roaddirector George Miller spent 14 years of his life works NO in the fantasy fantasy fantasy of 2015 Mad: Fury Road. However, Friedkin did not give up. Photo Courtesy: LUCASFILM / IMDB George Lucas, besides the movie budget and was forced to split his crew into three separate units to
finish the film. Cinematographer Jan de Bont almost had his scalp torn. It seemed an effort without hoping sometimes. Photo Courtesy: Flights from Warner Bros./IMDB from and to the continent of Chile was scarce. Seriously? Many of the furious film zombies were reached by CGI, but hundreds of others were real life extras. He had a difficult star
(Rex Harrison), terrible climate for filming, rebellious animals, expensive reactions and poorly chosen filming sites. Yikes! Jawster was never a movie like the 1975 horror drama jaws. George Lucas' 1973 movie The American Graffiti had many complications behind the scenes. While the film was well received critically and raised $ 90 million, all Glad
when it was more. Dr. Island. Moreairector Richard Stanley Stanley I wanted to embark on your dream project: an adaptation of the romance of H. G. Wells, Dr. Island. Moreau. The 1980 Flick Psychological Horror was a long production. Mankiewicz replaced Rouben Mamoulian soon after filming began, and the production stopped when Taylor
became seriously ill. When shot finally started, filming was a disaster. Photo Courtesy: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer / IMDB The original tin man, Buddy Ebsen, had to be replaced by Jack Haley because of an allergy to aluminum makeup. But then, three days to film the 1996 Thriller, Stanley was fired. Some of the elaborate sets were not used. Despite the
frantic pace, Dindal managed, and the film raised $ 169 million. The success of Wolfmanfollowing Universal with the fantasy of 1999 the Mother, Director Mark Romanek created 2010 is Wolfman. The budget of the film was revised, and Dindal had to work quickly to transform the film into a christ and financial success. Filming was not very well, and
crew members described Cameron as a "300-decibel" 300-decibel. In addition, the actors supported hours in cold water. When he told Vice President Sol Harrison about his idea, Harrison warned that the brand was dead and dropping the project. Photo Courtesy: Century 20th Century Fox / IMDB Director Joseph L. Despite the difficulties, the film
collected more than $ 2 million and continues to be a timeless classic. The drama of classic adventure. Fitzcaraldo had one of the most difficult buildings in cinema history. It helped that the movie boat had a broken hull and really began to sink. Marshall's wife, Tippi Hedren, was bitten by a lion in her throat, and her stepdaughter, Melanie Griffith,
suffered an injury on her face. However, when the film debuted in 1989, reached $ 411 million globally - and Keaton became the best Batman to sleep. The future took some time to to the future off the ground. Shot in South America, one of the most vascimated searched Scenes involves dragging a hillate gigantic from a hill. First, a member of the
crew was arrested for growing marijuana. Even the actress Keira Knightley had her doubts. The film collected more than $ 381 million worldwide and generated a successful franchise. War wars is one of the greatest franchises of all time. He decided to adapt the romance of Joseph Conrad's darkness in a war film is pica on the futility of Vietnam
conflict. During filming, 50 crews were sick with malaria, food poisoning and gangrene. New editors were added to production, and Danny Elfman's score was abandoned, just to be later reestablished. Photo Courtesy: Universal Pictures / Getty Images In addition, Harrison Ford was arrested during a bar fight, and somebody burned Lucas's hotel
room. The film remains the most expensive movie already done - almost said fox of the cell XX. It was a disaster, and no one liked to work in the movie, including local residents in the village of Castle Combe Wiltshire, United Kingdom. The budget of the film was about $ 2 million. Robert Zemeckis and the fantasy of scientific fiction of Bob Gale 1985
was refused by students years. Instead, he directed the historical drama of 1997 Titanic. He requested many reposoots, and a new screenwriter was brought to change the end of the original script. Photo Courtesy: Paramount Images / IMDB At one point, a crew member nailed the lobster soup with a hallucinogen drug, which sent Cameron and more
than 50 people to the hospital. Director Joe Dante and his creative team deal with problems caused â € - by dozens of shots of effects of the movie creature. I never want to see a doll again. Stone and Parker promised they would never drive another movie again. From the beginning to the end, it took almost five years to get the movie to the big screen.
Two double dubes were And young with-star Tina Majorino was chopped three times by living water. o Centered around him, but then lowered the photo due to script disagreements only weeks before production. Cedida Photo: Werner Herzog FilmProduktion / IMDB Herzog stubbornly rejected using miniature effects and insisted that they shoot the
scene with a real 320 tonnes ship. However, some of the most famous films in history had such challenging and frustrating production that everyone cared about would be box office flops - or completely discarded before the conclusion. The film did not take off the principle, but grew up in a favorite worship in the years since its release.Piras es
DONE. When she was asked about her next project, she said: Ã ¢ â € â € ƒâ € ƒâ € ƒâ € ƒâ € ¢ Photo Courtesy: Walt Disney Studios / IMDB producers did not like Johnny Depp Ã â € "Keith Richards" assume Jack Sparrow. Photo Courtesy: Universal Pictures / IMDB Actors, including Kevin Costner, were transported from dry land to the films of filming.
When actor Michael Keaton signed the star as Batman, the fans sent in more than 50,000 letters in protest. Photo Courtesy: Walt Disney Studios / IMDB New Director Mark Dindal entered to save the project. Until today, they kept their word on that front. The new emperor's new grooveif that you think can not be any drama producing an excited film,
think again. Taylor and Burton began an intense love case that brought a lot of negative attention to the film. The Disney 2000 film The new Emperor's new groove had many problems. The lead actor Martin Sheen until he suffered a cardacy attack. Photo Cedida: Universal Pictures / IMDB Rivers Weren The only drama. If you watch the movie and
everyone seems scared, it is because they were.American graffitiif you think a drama about a group of teenagers in the dance of 1960 would be simple to do, think Foto Cortesia: Warner Brothers / Getty Images Images Only it should take 100 days to shoot the movie, but the production really lasted 250 days. In addition, Cimino insisted on a
unnecessary number of plugs - once, even waiting for a particular cloud float in view. While developing a cult following, he did not make enough money to justify investment. Unfortunately, the film had some furry problems. Estone was not especially solved. The process of filming the special effects became so angular that the scene in which the
gizmum is reached with darts was added to the film strictly to satisfy the crew. I knew about acting, but I did not know anything about the movie. She admitted that she felt the adventure of 1987 Ishtar was a "up." For one thing, firing in the Sahara desert was a man's idea. He was happy to be done with the project, and we can not really blame him
for feeling that way. The Fountainorly, Brad Pitt should star in the scientific fiction drama of 2006 the source. The film was severely about the budget due to mechanical problems with Bruce, the false movie shark. The film cost $ 51 million and only raised a third of your budget. A scene shot in Malta required 900 extras. However, his songs were
abandoned after a response, and the original director (Roger Allers) left the project. We have much money. Actors make a lot of money to perform in character for the camera, and the crew members pouring an incredible talent to create "Movie Magic" that makes everything look simple and fun. Photo / IMDB Producers I loved the idea of Michael J.
Photo Courtesy: Warner Bros / IMDb who added: Ã ¢ ¬ "I really went crazy after a while. He raised $ 750,000 and remains a Classic worship until today. The scientific fiction drama of Abyssjames Cameron, the abyss was an ambitious project. Then office pump, he immediately faced another difficult film: Difficult: 1995 Thriller Science Fiction Thriller
Waterworld involved many aquatic filming sites, which proved to be an expensive headache for all involved. Must have taken a lot of time to edit the film, but it was worth it. It's a miracle that the movie was completed. Caught-Nuirapa-Nui was almost convicted from the beginning. Throughout the process of production, Fincher was frustrated by
producers cast, crew and studio. After all, the film is still considered as the most glamorous historical pica was already made.Doctor Dolittlete 1967 Musical Fantasy Dolittle Dolittle has been bothered since the beginning. Take a look at our list of incredible success films that they almost did not get to the big screen. Ozhe Wizard Magician Wizard of
Oz is a iconic classic, so it is difficult to believe that the spectacle of 1939 mg shining was almost never done. Filming lasted more than a year, and all endured storms and terrible scripts. The famous Ã ¢ â € ¬Å "here is Johnny Ã ¢ â €" Scene, who counted on Jack Torrance (Jack Nicholson) forcing an ax through a door, took three days to film and
destroyed more From 60 doors. Photo Courtesy: Paramount Photos / IMDB The film hit many problems, including convulsion of a huge cache of weapons by malfunction of a counter-terrorism unit. unit.
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